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About This Game

Zero Gear is physically-fueled, online multiplayer kart combat madness.
Deck out your kart and character before jumping into one of many different game modes. Outrageous kinematic gameplay and

weapons make every round a blast. The potential for tiny vehicular mayhem has never been so humongous! Boost, flip, spin, and
slide your way to victory!

Up to 8 players.

Customizable karts and characters.

Multiple game modes to compete in, including Race, Tag, Goal, and Target modes.

Over 15 maps to compete in.

Non-stop physics driven action.

Ridiculous weapons and power-ups, including tornadoes, repulsor shields, and love-seeking L.U.V. bots.
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Cheap fun game.
Music is a good listen and if you grab it on a sale you can essentially make some money through the trading cards..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing had trouble loading 3 times and its boring good thing it was just a dollar. Has great potential!
look forward to the future of this game.. A good game. But if you arent a real wargamer, and have no experience, you are going
to shy away from it. Dont be intimidated. It is worth learning to play. All in all, a solid release from Ageod, from whom one
expects greatness.. The camera is a bit annoying (it always sticks to some fixed viewpoints), there is no zoom, the game area is
not vertically centered, the background can be hard on the eyes sometimes.

Still, this is a solid puzzle with nice graphics and interesting levels.
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Well for accuracy and for someone who works for South West Trains when the 442's was used.
The sounds once again are not very good they seem recycled from older slam door stock or 455 on TS and they cut out when
coasting which is in no way realistic.
The driver cabs doors slide open they dont function like the other doors on the train that come out and rest to the side.
The interior is still in SWT colours including the sea like wallpaper which is good and will help when a SWT reskin is available
but its not good if its portraying Gatiwck express which is actually purple and burgandy red seats (which are not the same as the
SWT colours).
Also another thing that really bugs me is that there is no guards bell and there is no way you can sound a bell as the button
dosent work.

The model of this train is amazing it truly is but once again its let down by the same flaws that plague other DLC for TS.
. This is a waste of money. Don't buy it.. An addicting game with a unique play style. Definitely worth checking out!. So far this
is the only game that I thought was worth buying in 2017. Clearly still a work in progress but I am having the best time ever
playing this. This is what video games are all about. I'm waiting for the Flatfoot in Africa DLC!!. Ez unlock 5000 Achievements
100%. Neat concept, couldn't figure out how to get a game running for the life of me. I'm sure other people have figured it out
but nothing should be this much of a pain in the butt to play.
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